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price of an alliance against the Latins, autonomy and the
Patriarchal title. Commerce was encouraged and conducted
partly by Greek merchants, as in the old days, but mainly
through the Ragusans who had trading rights throughout
the Bulgarian Empire and introduced many of the products
of the^ West. But civilization remained fundamentally
Byzantine, modified to suit the temperament of the Balkan
Slav. Bulgarian buildings such as the churches of Trnovo
or Boiana are Byzantine in their conception. Only a greater
simplicity in their construction, a cruder touch Tn the
colouring of their decorations, show them to be the work of a
different people.
John Asen II died in 1241; and at once Bulgaria began to
crumble. Its decline was due partly to the lack of a per-
sonality to hold the kingdom together, partly to the growing
power of the Nicaeans and their recovery of Salonica in
1246 and of Constantinople in 1261. John Asen's sons Kali-
man I (1241—6)and MichaelAsen(i246-57)andhisnephew
Kaliman II (1257-8) were active but unwise; and on
Kaliman IPs death the Asen dynasty was extinct. For the
next twenty years Bulgarian history is the tale of a sequence
of usurpers, supported by or reacting against the influence of
Constantinople, while Thrace and Macedonia fell from
Bulgarian hands.
In 1280 a stronger dynasty was founded by a Cuman,
George Terteri, which was to last till 1323, holding its own
against Tartar invaders and losing no ground to its Balkan
rivals. In 1323 Michael Shishmanitch of Vidin founded the
last Bulgarian dynasty. Its career started well; Michael all
but captured Constantinople; but in 1330 the Bulgarians
were badly defeated by the Serbs on the field of Velbuzd;
and Bulgaria became hardly more than a vassal of Serbia.
During the reign of John Alexander (1331-61) Bulgaria
enjoyed little political power. Defeatism even crept into that
great nationalist organization, the Church, where Bulgarian
ecclesiastics such as St. Theodosius of Trnovo opposed the
attempts of the Bulgarian Patriarch to assert his complete
equality with the Patriarch of Constantinople. But it was a
period of culture; St. Theodosius and his disciples formed the
last literary coterie of medieval Bulgaria, The Tsar caused

